Bonnie Hunter Smith Mountain Morning Workshop
April 11th, 2019 - Sunday morning I got up early and drove the 2 1/2 hours to Traverse City to attend Bonnie Hunter’s Smith Mountain Morning Workshop If you ever have a chance to attend one of her workshops please do I have been sewing and quilting for about 20 years now and I still learned so much from her.

Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Pattern pdfsdocuments2 com
May 3rd, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Pattern pdf Free Download Here Smith Mountain Morning Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt This pattern is found in my book Scraps amp Shirttails II which may be purchased from my Smith Mountain Morning 71” x 80” Class Supply List

Quiltville Smith Mountain Morning in the words of my
April 25th, 2019 - Smith Morning in the words of my friend Sally as only Sally can write Several years ago I took a class from my friend Bonnie K Hunter called Smith Mountain Morning I had admired the pattern for so long and I decided to use only fabric I already had

Quilt Crazie Bonnie Challenge with Jo s Country Junction
May 12th, 2019 - My concern is I don’t really have these colors left in my stash at least in large amounts I would have to purchase substantial amounts I have used many of these colors in my Smith Mountain Morning quilt and that doesn’t leave much for Celtic Solstice

Lost Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Lost Quit Come Home
May 15th, 2019 - Lost Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Posted on February 21 2019 by Nancy Taylor February 21 2019 Pamela Crane is asking for help in locating a very special quilt she made in 2016 for her son Kyle Lunger from his green and khaki BDU’s worn while stationed in Iran

If I Can Sew Can You March 2016
May 6th, 2019 - The quilt to the right was made by shop owner Evelyn Griffore She owns Bayview Calico Quilt Shop in Au Gres MI This quilt reminds me that spring is coming Jean shared her rooster table runner I warned her that I might have to distract her and smuggle this beauty home It would be right at home here on the farm

Lost Quit Come Home Dedicated to displaying lost and
May 15th, 2019 - Pamela Crane is asking for help in locating a very special quilt she made in 2016 for her son Kyle Lunger from his green and khaki BDU’s worn while stationed in Iran This quilt was made with Bonnie Hunter’s Smith Mountain Morning pattern The quilt was machine pieced and machine quilted It measures 71 by 80 inches

smith mountain morning Quilting Gail
April 15th, 2019 - Debi also worked on a jelly roll quilt – with lots of small pieces All of her points are perfect Pretty pretty pretty Diane worked on this quilt – fabric with words and reproduction fabric A wonderful blend of modern and antique Then Diane finished her Smith Mountain Morning that she started at a Bonnie Hunter retreat in October

Subee Sews Quilts Smith Mountain Morning all done
May 4th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is gorgeous even with the rust color When I was first introduced to batiks I wasn’t drawn to them Now I love them This quilt is beautiful I understand the matching temptation I deal with that in scrap quilts too You seem to be doing well the outcome looks great September 29 2011 at 10 29 AM
Quiltville Busy day in a Smith Mountain morning workshop
April 29th, 2019 - Busy day in a Smith Mountain morning workshop from my book Scraps amp Shirttails II hosted by the Forsyth Piecers amp Quilters of Winston Salem NC Thanks for the fun day everyone I certainly enjoyed my time being local To top it off I arrived home to the smell of bread baking in the bread maker thanks to my husband

Debbie s Kitties and Quilts Weekend with Bonnie Post
April 28th, 2019 - I need 80 string blocks already made and 800 half square triangles I have made 540 so far I d like to start putting mine together next week so I can devote myself to my Smith Mountain Morning quilt I started in class on Saturday Then Bonnie s mystery quilt will start on Thanksgiving so I expect to be busy for the next few months

Boundless Batiks Mountain Morning Precut Fabric Bluprint
May 12th, 2019 - One of thirteen distinct and beautiful colorways inspired by the landscape of Indonesia where batiks are handcrafted Mountain Morning sends you on a hiking expedition of a beautiful and protected mountain landscape The variety of natural designs including rain droplets fern leaves growing vines flowers and pebbles are brought to life by the soft lavender natural greens and pale blues

Bonnie Hunter Smith Mountain Morning Workshop
April 11th, 2019 - Sunday morning I got up early and drove the 2 1 2 hours to Traverse City to attend Bonnie Hunter s Smith Mountain Morning Workshop If you ever have a chance to attend one of her workshops please do I have been sewing and quilting for about 20 years now and I still learned so much from her

Quilt Crazie Bonnie Challenge with Jo s Country Junction
May 12th, 2019 - My concern is I don t really have these colors left in my stash at least in large amounts I would have to purchase substantial amounts I have used many of these colors in my Smith Mountain Morning quilt and that doesn t leave much for Celtic Solstice

Smith Mt Morning Quilt Top for Quilts of Valor
April 28th, 2019 - Smith Mt Morning Quilt Top for Quilts of Valor Visit Discover ideas about Red And White Quilts Smith Mt Morning Quilt Top for Quilts of Valor Red And White Quilts Blue Quilts Scrappy Quilts Star Quilts Flag Quilt Patriotic Quilts Quilt Top Sewing Machine Quilting Bonnie Hunter More information

Making A Lather smith mountain morning rows
May 7th, 2019 - One of my monthly goals for April is making smith mountain morning a Bonnie Hunter class I took in 2014 I had all the blocks made I just needed to assemble the top and I have started the rows That is when I discovered I am missing 2 blocks one of each the star and the the log cabin

Debbie s Kitties and Quilts Weekend with Bonnie Post
April 28th, 2019 - I need 80 string blocks already made and 800 half square triangles I have made 540 so far I d like to start putting mine together next week so I can devote myself to my Smith Mountain Morning quilt I started in class on Saturday Then Bonnie s mystery quilt will start on Thanksgiving so I expect to be busy for the next few months

quilting Stitch By Stitch Quilters Smith Mountain Morning
May 7th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or Fight variation in two colorways and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars

Friday Finish Smith Mountain Morning Jo s Country Junction
April 29th, 2019 - Friday Finish Smith Mountain Morning I finally got the binding
on and the quilt is finished I started this quilt a few years ago when Kelli and I went down to see Bonnie Hunter at the Mississippi Valley Quilters Guild We started three quilts that day... Smith Mountain Morning Scrappy Mountain Majesties and Virginia Bound I

**One Spring Finish Smith Mountain Morning**
May 6th, 2019 - I did finish one quilt between February and October it was my Smith Mountain Morning that I started when Bonnie Hunter came to do workshops with our guild in 2014 I completed the top in February and decided to get it quilted in time for our guild's show which was in May

**21 Best Quilts Smith Mountain Morning images Bonnie**
May 16th, 2019 - Explore Sara Parnell's board Quilts Smith Mountain Morning followed by 719 people on Pinterest See more ideas about Bonnie hunter Star quilts and Quilt pattern

**Subee Sews Quilts Smith Mountain Morning all done**
May 4th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is gorgeous even with the rust color When I was first introduced to batiks I wasn't drawn to them Now I love them This quilt is beautiful I understand the matching temptation I deal with that in scrap quilts too You seem to be doing well the outcome looks great September 29 2011 at 10 29 AM

**Smith Mountain Morning charismascorner com**
April 29th, 2019 - One thought on “Smith Mountain Morning” Brenda says June 13 2015 at 12 04 pm Love the pictures and LOVE my quilt As always your quilting just makes a pretty quilt top into a true work of art This is actually an anniversary quilt – My son and his second wife have been married 11 years next month and I have been collecting the

**Smith Mountain Morning Birmingham AL 2017**
April 8th, 2019 - Scenes from our Smith Mountain Morning workshop with the Evening Star and Birmingham Quilters of Alabama and friends Pattern found in my book Scraps amp Shirttails II Signed copies are available

**Debbie's Kitties and Quilts Smith Mountain Morning**
May 7th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning This is a quilt I started in a class with the designer of this quilt Bonnie K Hunter last November I finally decided to finish it make it really since I had only made a couple of blocks last month and spent a day remembering where I was with it and how to go on Since then I have worked steadily at it and I just

**Sunday Class Smith Mountain Morning Shipshewana Quilt**
May 14th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or Fight variation in two colorways and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars This pattern is found in my book Scraps amp Shirttails II which may be purchased from my website at Quiltville com Students

**21 Best Quilts Smith Mountain Morning images Bonnie**
May 16th, 2019 - Explore Sara Parnell's board Quilts Smith Mountain Morning followed by 719 people on Pinterest See more ideas about Bonnie hunter Star quilts and Quilt pattern

**Amy's Passions Smith Mountain Morning progress Country**
April 29th, 2019 - My only focus today was to try to finish up all 28 connector blocks in the Smith Mountain Morning greens project There were a few final brown strips that I needed to cut from scraps in order to complete the two brown 7 5 side strips before being able to press and move to the greens
Smith Mountain Morning Quilt paraglide com
May 5th, 2019 - smith mountain morning quilt is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can download it instantly Our digital library spans in multiple locations allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one

Everyone Deserves a Quilt Smith Mountain Morning
May 15th, 2019 - Yesterday I had the pleasure of attending a Bonnie Hunter Smith Mountain Morning workshop at Quilt Beginnings in Columbus As my birthday gift my best friend Kare signed us up and paid for the workshop I wish you could all have a friend like her Anyway we had a good time and here s what I finished during the class

Smith Mountain Morning Quilt paraglide com
May 5th, 2019 - smith mountain morning quilt is available in our digital library an online access to it is set as public so you can download it instantly Our digital library spans in multiple locations allowing you to get the most less latency time to download any of our books like this one

Subee Sews Quilts Smith Mountain Morning Star points
May 16th, 2019 - How many quilts do I have going right now Cheddar BowTie L amp E Kona Snow BowTie L amp E A Face Book mystery all in Batiks ready for assembly Smith Mountain Morning still assembling units Jamestown Landing all string blocks are made and I need to make and gift 5 quilts in the next 2 months and what I am working on is NOT them

Smith Mountain Morning TheQuiltShow com
May 3rd, 2019 - susanerler This is a quilt that I made for my brother It s Bonnie Hunter s pattern called Smith Mountain Morning I did adapt it and made piano key borders whereas her original pattern has triangles I didn t have enough scraps to make a scrappy one so I used a Batik collection called Rockport from Timeless Treasures

Smith Mountain Morning TheQuiltShow com
May 3rd, 2019 - susanerler This is a quilt that I made for my brother It s Bonnie Hunter s pattern called Smith Mountain Morning I did adapt it and made piano key borders whereas her original pattern has triangles I didn t have enough scraps to make a scrappy one so I used a Batik collection called Rockport from Timeless Treasures

smith mountain morning A Quiltmaker s Album Book Two
May 7th, 2019 - Posts about smith mountain morning written by penny p A Quiltmaker s Album Book Two photos and notes from a quiltmaker Smith Mountain Morning is a pattern by Bonnie Hunter This was a great quilt to piece and I enjoyed quilting it as well I did have a lot of trouble deciding on a border quilting design – I seem to have a lot of

Smith Mountain Morning Helena MT 2016
April 2nd, 2019 - Scenes from our Smith Mountain Morning workshop from my book Scraps amp Shirttails II This event was sponsored by the Helena Quilt Guild an we had a great time Signed copies of books are available

Subee Sews Quilts Smith Mountain Morning Star points
May 16th, 2019 - How many quilts do I have going right now Cheddar BowTie L amp E Kona Snow BowTie L amp E A Face Book mystery all in Batiks ready for assembly Smith Mountain Morning still assembling units Jamestown Landing all
string blocks are made and I need to make and gift 5 quilts in the next 2 months and what I am working on is NOT them

Quiltville Smith Mountain Morning in the words of my
April 25th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning in the words of my friend Sally as only Sally can write Several years ago I took a class from my friend Bonnie K Hunter called Smith Mountain Morning I had admired the pattern for so long and I decided to use only fabric I already had

Smith Mountain Morning quilt Pattern by Bonnie Hunter
May 2nd, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning quilt Pattern by Bonnie Hunter Visit quiltvillechat Pattern by Bonnie Hunter Bonnie Hunter Star Quilt Blocks Star Quilts Cute Quilts Scrappy Quilts Two Color Quilts Red And White Quilts Patriotic Quilts Quilt Of Valor More information Saved by Yahoo Lifestyle 222

Quiltville s Quips amp Snips Smith Mountain Morning at VCQ
May 6th, 2019 - It felt really weird writing this title – Smith Mountain Lake is the place that gave Smith Mountain Morning it’s name over 2 years ago and it’s nice to be able to teach this quilt at the place where the top first came together while sewing in my room the last time I taught here

Beginning of Year Quilt Class Bonnie Hunter Smith
May 14th, 2019 - Beginning of Year Quilt Class Bonnie Hunter Smith Mountain Morning It is day 3 and I have really been looking forward to this particular class I collected all year for this one and knew that I wanted to do it in green brown instead of the original blue brown I have been stockpiling greens and browns for quite awhile and have a good

Making A Lather april one monthly goal
May 12th, 2019 - And I want to assemble the top for my Smith mountain morning quilt I took a class with Bonnie Hunter in fall of 2014 I had 2 friends with me and I think I will challenge them to at least look at it this month

Friday Finish Smith Mountain Morning Jo s Country Junction
April 29th, 2019 - Friday Finish Smith Mountain Morning I finally got the binding on and the quilt is finished I started this quilt a few years ago when Kelli and I went down to see Bonnie Hunter at the Mississippi Valley Quilters Guild We started three quilts that day… Smith Mountain Morning Scrappy Mountain Majesties and Virginia Bound I

Amy s Passions My Bonnie Patterns blogspot com
May 14th, 2019 - I completed my Smith Mountain Morning quilt his weekend and then realized that there were 1568 pieces in the center portion of the quilt before adding borders I had SEW much fun Sewing Bonnie s way is a revelation in saving time for sure

Amy s Passions My Bonnie Patterns blogspot com
May 14th, 2019 - I completed my Smith Mountain Morning quilt his weekend and then realized that there were 1568 pieces in the center portion of the quilt before adding borders I had SEW much fun Sewing Bonnie s way is a revelation in saving time for sure

Quiltville s Quips amp Snips Smith Mountain Morning and
June 27th, 2018 - Smith Mountain Morning is from my book Scraps amp Shirttails II published in 2010 Still in print and still going strong my friend Valerie Langue who owns The Quilt Merchant in near by Winfield IL dropped by to pick me up and shuttle me over to her shop for a stitching evening with the “inner sanctum” group What a perfect way to end

Making A Lather smith mountain morning rows
May 7th, 2019 - One of my monthly goals for April is making Smith Mountain Morning a Bonnie Hunter class I took in 2014 I had all the blocks made I just needed to assemble the top and I have started the rows That is when I discovered I am missing 2 blocks one of each the star and the log cabin

Bonnie Hunter’s Smith Mountain Morning Quilt—Eco Tote
April 21st, 2019 - Have your quilt and carry it too Cart your quilting fabric books groceries and more in this sturdy and spacious bag that will become your new go to carry all It features the Smith Mountain Morning quilt from Scrap amp Shirttails by internationally known and well loved scrap quilter Bonnie K Hunter

Bonnie Hunter’s Smith Mountain Morning Quilt—Eco Tote
April 21st, 2019 - Have your quilt and carry it too Cart your quilting fabric books groceries and more in this sturdy and spacious bag that will become your new go to carry all It features the Smith Mountain Morning quilt from Scrap amp Shirttails by internationally known and well loved scrap quilter Bonnie K Hunter

Everyone Deserves A Quilt Smith Mountain Morning – CAR
May 18th, 2019 - Everyone Deserves A Quilt Smith Mountain Morning Bonnie C Moon January 05 2018 Hunter Star Quilt Quilt Trunk Show Crumb Quilt Pattern Orca Bay Quilt Pattern B Smith Quilt Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Pattern A Wedding Ring Quilt Quilting Mountain Quilt Pattern Mountain Star Pattern Quilt Morning Star Quilt Block Bonnie Hunter CAR Wallpaper my cars info

Sunday Class Smith Mountain Morning Shipshewana Quilt
May 14th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or Fight variation in two colorways and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars This pattern is found in my book Scraps amp Shirttails II which may be purchased from my website at Quiltville com Students

Everyone Deserves a Quilt Smith Mountain Morning
May 15th, 2019 - Yesterday I had the pleasure of attending a Bonnie Hunter Smith Mountain Morning workshop at Quilt Beginnings in Columbus As my birthday gift my best friend Kare signed us up and paid for the workshop I wish you could all have a friend like her Anyway we had a good time and here’s what I finished during the class

Smith Mt Morning Quilt Top for Quilts of Valor
April 28th, 2019 - Smith Mt Morning Quilt Top for Quilts of Valor Visit Discover ideas about Red And White Quilts Smith Mt Morning Quilt Top for Quilts of Valor Red And White Quilts Blue Quilts Scrappy Quilts Star Quilts Flag Quilt Patriotic Quilts Quilt Top Sewing Machine Quilting Bonnie Hunter More information

Scrap Quilt Heaven January 2014
May 15th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning Finished I am very happy to have my Smith Mountain Morning quilt completely done This makes the 3rd completion for 2014 I just love the blue and brown in this quilt Every scrap in this quilt is from my stash

Quiltville s Quips amp Snips Smith Mountain Morning at VCQ
May 6th, 2019 - It felt really weird writing this title – Smith Mountain Lake is the place that gave Smith Mountain Morning it’s name over 2 years ago and it’s nice to be able to teach this quilt at the place where the top first came together while sewing in my room the last time I taught here

Scrap Quilt Heaven January 2014
May 15th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning Finished I am very happy to have my Smith Mountain Morning quilt completely done This makes the 3rd completion for 2014 I just love the blue and brown in this quilt Every scrap in this quilt is from my
stash

Bonnie Hunter’s Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Eco Tote by
May 15th, 2019 - This heavy duty and spacious bag that will become your new go to carryall featuring the Smith Mountain Morning quilt from Easy Stack Quilts by internationally known scrap quilter Bonnie K Hunter the environmentally conscious tote is made from recycled water bottles also making it water resistant

Beginning of Year Quilt Class Bonnie Hunter Smith
May 14th, 2019 - Beginning of Year Quilt Class Bonnie Hunter Smith Mountain Morning It is day 3 and I have really been looking forward to this particular class I collected all year for this one and knew that I wanted to do it in green brown instead of the original blue brown I have been stockpiling greens and browns for quite awhile and have a good

Amy’s Passions Smith Mountain Morning progress Country
April 29th, 2019 - My only focus today was to try to finish up all 28 connector blocks in the Smith Mountain Morning greens project There were a few final brown strips that I needed to cut from scraps in order to complete the two brown 7 5 side strips before being able to press and move to the greens

Making A Lather april one monthly goal
May 12th, 2019 - And I want to assemble the top for my Smith mountain morning quilt I took a class with Bonnie Hunter in fall of 2014 I had 2 friends with me and I think I will challenge them to at least look at it this month

Classes and Lectures Shipshewana Quilt Retreat
May 15th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or Fight variation in two colorways and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars

Boundless Batiks Mountain Morning Precut Fabric Bluprint
May 12th, 2019 - One of thirteen distinct and beautiful colorways inspired by the landscape of Indonesia where batiks are handcrafted Mountain Morning sends you on a hiking expedition of a beautiful and protected mountain landscape The variety of natural designs including rain droplets fern leaves growing vines flowers and pebbles are brought to life by the soft lavender natural greens and pale blues

If I Can Sew Can You March 2016
May 6th, 2019 - The quilt to the right was made by shop owner Evelyn Griffore She owns Bayview Calico Quilt Shop in Au Gres MI This quilt reminds me that spring is coming Jean shared her rooster table runner I warned her that I might have to distract her and smuggle this beauty home It would be right at home here on the farm

Quiltville’s Quips amp Snips Smith Mountain Morning and
June 27th, 2018 - Smith Mountain Morning is from my book Scraps amp Shirttails II published in 2010 Still in print and still going strong my friend Valerie Langu who owns The Quilt Merchant in near by Winfield IL dropped by to pick me up and shuttle me over to her shop for a stitching evening with the “inner sanctum” group What a perfect way to end

Scrap Quilt Heaven Smith Mountain Morning update
May 8th, 2019 - I am so excited that I have finally gotten the Smith Mountain Morning quilt loaded onto my HQ I am happy that it will finally be finished I am using the thread Coconut from Superior Threads for the quilting and I am using Not Quite Paisley panto from Willow Leaf Studio

quilting Stitch By Stitch Quilters Smith Mountain Morning
May 7th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block a
54 40 or Fight variation in two colorways and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars

Smith Mountain Morning Helena MT 2016
April 2nd, 2019 - Scenes from our Smith Mountain Morning workshop from my book Scraps amp Shirttails II This event was sponsored by the Helena Quilt Guild and we had a great time Signed copies of books are available

Mountain Morning Batiks Table Runner Kit BluPrint
May 12th, 2019 - Enjoy turning your 10 squares into this charming table runner. The Mountain Morning Table Runner kit comes with all of the fabrics that you'll need to complete the top backing and binding Easy block construction makes this a fun weekend project Experience the wonder of hand dyed Boundless Batiks every piece is unique to create a work of art

Debbie's Kitties and Quilts Smith Mountain Morning
May 7th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning This is a quilt I started in a class with the designer of this quilt Bonnie K Hunter last November I finally decided to finish it make it really since I had only made a couple of blocks last month and spent a day remembering where I was with it and how to go on Since then I have worked steadily at it and I just

Smith Mountain Morning quilt Pattern by Bonnie Hunter
May 2nd, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning quilt Pattern by Bonnie Hunter Visit quiltvillechat Pattern by Bonnie Hunter Bonnie Hunter Star Quilt Blocks Star Quilts Cute Quilts Scrappy Quilts Two Color Quilts Red And White Quilts Patriotic Quilts Quilt Of Valor More information Saved by Yahoo Lifestyle 222

Everyone Deserves A Quilt Smith Mountain Morning – CAR
May 18th, 2019 - Everyone Deserves A Quilt Smith Mountain Morning Bonnie C Moon January 05 2018 Hunter Star Quilt Quilt Trunk Show Crumb Quilt Pattern Orca Bay Quilt Pattern B Smith Quilt Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Pattern A Wedding Ring Quilt Quilting Mountain Quilt Pattern Mountain Star Pattern Quilt Morning Star Quilt Block Bonnie Hunter CAR Wallpaper my cars info

Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Pattern pdfsdocuments2 com
May 3rd, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Pattern pdf Free Download Here Smith Mountain Morning Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt This pattern is found in my book Scraps amp Shirttails II which may be purchased from my Smith Mountain Morning 71" x 80" Class Supply List

Friday Finish Smith Mountain Morning Jo's Country Junction
June 13th, 2014 - I finally got the binding on and the quilt is finished I started this quilt a few years ago when Kelli and I went down to see Bonnie Hunter at the Mississippi Valley Quilters Guild We started three quilts that day… Smith Mountain Morning Scrapy Mountain Majesties and Virginia Bound I

Scrap Quilt Heaven Smith Mountain Morning update
May 8th, 2019 - I am so excited that I have finally gotten the Smith Mountain Morning quilt loaded onto my HQ I am happy that it will finally be finished I am using the thread Coconut from Superior Threads for the quilting and I am using Not Quite Paisley panto from Willow Leaf Studio

Smith Mountain Morning Birmingham AL 2017
April 8th, 2019 - Scenes from our Smith Mountain Morning workshop with the Evening Star and Birmingham Quilters of Alabama and friends Pattern found in
my book Scraps amp Shirttails II Signed copies are available

Lost Quilt Come Home Dedicated to displaying lost and
May 15th, 2019 - Pamela Crane is asking for help in locating a very special quilt she made in 2016 for her son Kyle Lunger from his green and khaki BDU’s worn while stationed in Iran. This quilt was made with Bonnie Hunter’s Smith Mountain Morning pattern. The quilt was machine pieced and machine quilted. It measures 71 by 80 inches.

Quiltville Home Facebook
May 13th, 2019 - It’s printed with my Smith Mountain Morning Quilt on the front. This heavy duty and spacious bag that will become your new go to carryall. The environmentally conscious tote is made from recycled water bottles also making it water resistant. With double handles—one short one long—you can carry it over your shoulder or on your arm as needed.

Quiltville Busy day in a Smith Mountain morning workshop
April 29th, 2019 - Busy day in a Smith Mountain morning workshop from my book Scraps amp Shirttails II hosted by the Forsyth Piecers amp Quilters of Winston Salem NC. Thanks for the fun day everyone! I certainly enjoyed my time being local. To top it off I arrived home to the smell of bread baking in the bread maker thanks to my husband.

Quiltville Home Facebook
May 13th, 2019 - It’s printed with my Smith Mountain Morning Quilt on the front. This heavy duty and spacious bag that will become your new go to carryall. The environmentally conscious tote is made from recycled water bottles also making it water resistant. With double handles—one short one long—you can carry it over your shoulder or on your arm as needed.

Smith Mountain Morning Class Supply List quiltville com
May 16th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block, a 54-40 or Fight variation in two colorways, and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars.

smith mountain morning A Quiltmaker’s Album Book Two
May 7th, 2019 - Posts about smith mountain morning written by penny p. A Quiltmaker’s Album Book Two photos and notes from a quiltmaker. Smith Mountain Morning Mountain is a pattern by Bonnie Hunter. This was a great quilt to piece and I enjoyed quilting it as well. I did have a lot of trouble deciding on a border quilting design – I seem to have a lot of

Mountain Morning Batiks Table Runner Kit Bluprint
May 12th, 2019 - Enjoy turning your 10 squares into this charming table runner. The Mountain Morning Table Runner kit comes with all of the fabrics that you’ll need to complete the top backing and binding. Easy block construction makes this a fun weekend project. Experience the wonder of hand dyed Boundless Batiks every piece is unique to create a work of art.

Classes and Lectures Shipshewana Quilt Retreat
May 15th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block, a 54-40 or Fight variation in two colorways, and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars.

Lost Smith Mountain Morning Quilt Lost Quilt Come Home
May 15th, 2019 - Lost Smith Mountain Morning Quilt. Posted on February 21, 2019. by Nancy Taylor. February 21, 2019. Pamela Crane is asking for help in locating a very special quilt she made in 2016 for her son Kyle Lunger from his green and khaki BDU’s worn while stationed in Iran.
May 16th, 2019 - Smith Mountain Morning is a two block quilt with the star block a 54 40 or Fight variation in two colorways and a Chimney and Cornerstones log cabin variation which is rotated to complete the design between the stars

April 15th, 2019 - Debi also worked on a jelly roll quilt – with lots of small pieces All of her points are perfect Pretty pretty pretty Diane worked on this quilt – fabric with words and reproduction fabric A wonderful blend of modern and antique Then Diane finished her Smith Mountain Morning that she started at a Bonnie Hunter retreat in October

May 6th, 2019 - I did finish one quilt between February and October it was my Smith Mountain Morning that I started when Bonnie Hunter came to do workshops with our guild in 2014 I completed the top in February and decided to get it quilted in time for our guild’s show which was in May

June 13th, 2014 - I finally got the binding on and the quilt is finished I started this quilt a few years ago when Kelli and I went down to see Bonnie Hunter at the Mississippi Valley Quilters Guild We started three quilts that day… Smith Mountain Morning Scrappy Mountain Majesties and Virginia Bound

April 29th, 2019 - One thought on “Smith Mountain Morning” Brenda says June 13 2015 at 12 04 pm Love the pictures and LOVE my quilt As always your quilting just makes a pretty quilt top into a true work of art This is actually an anniversary quilt – My son and his second wife have been married 11 years next month and I have been collecting the

May 15th, 2019 - This heavy duty and spacious bag that will become your new go to carryall Featuring the Smith Mountain Morning quilt from Easy Stack Quilts by internationally known scrap quilter Bonnie K Hunter the environmentally conscious tote is made from recycled water bottles also making it water resistant